















As"media" and" communication" scholars"we" have" been" troubled" by" the" problematic"way" in"
which" the"British"media"has" systematically" attacked" Jeremy"Corbyn"ever" since"he" came" to"
national"prominence" in" the"summer"of"2015."At" the"same"time,"we"also"acknowledge"that"
the"media"needs" to" fulfill" an" important"watchdog" role" in" a"democracy." Indeed,"we"expect"
and" value" our"media" to" be" critical" and" to" ask" difficult" and" probing" questions" of" those" in"
positions"of"power.""
"
Jeremy" Corbyn" is" an" unconventional" party" leader" in" a" British" context,"more" leftwing" than"
previous" leaders" of" the" Labour" Party," contesting" the" neoliberal" common" sense" and"





This" study," undertaken" by" the" LSE’s" Media" and" Communications" Department," set" out" to"
empirically" analyse" the" nature" of" the"media" representation" of" Jeremy" Corbyn" in" 8" British"
newspapers" from"1" September"–" 1"November"2015." First," it" distinguishes"between" critical"








his" positions." He" was" also" systematically" treated" with" scorn" and" ridicule" in" both" the"
broadsheet" and" tabloid" press" in" a"way" that" no" other" political" leader" is" or" has" been." Even"





The" overall" conclusion" from" this" is" that" in" this" case" UK" journalism" played" an" attackdog,"
rather"than"a"watchdog,"role."This" is"unhealthy"from"a"democratic"point"of"view"and"poses"
serious" ethical" questions" as" to" the" role" of" the" media" in" a" democracy," especially" when" it"
concerns"the"legitimate"contestation"of"the"Government"of"the"day.""
"
When"a"democracy" cannot" rely" on" its" press" to"provide" its" citizens"with" information" about"























In" a" democracy," we" expect" journalists" to" fulfill" a" set" of" roles." In" the" liberal" tradition," the"
media" are" fulfill" the" normative" role" of"watchdog," holding" decision8makers" to" account" and"
highlighting" abuses." However," at" the" same" time," the" media" is" also" known" to" fulfill" a"
collaborative"role"whereby"media"owners,"editors"and"journalists"align"themselves"with"the"




the$press$may$well$ claim$ to$be$ independent$and$ to$ fulfill$ an$ important$watchdog$ function.$
What$ the$ claim$ overlooks,$ however,$ is$ the$ very$ large$ fact$ that$ it$ is$ the$ Left$ at$ which$ the$
watchdogs$generally$bark$with$most$ ferocity,$and$what$ they$are$above$all$protecting$ is$ the$
status$quo"(1969:"page"199)."
"
In" other" words," the" monitorial" role" in" conjunction" with" a" collaborative" role" towards" the"
political" establishment" can" also" lead" to" journalistic" transgressions" whereby" the" watchdog"







only"opposition"party" in" the"UK."Corbyn"can" in"many"ways"be"described"as"somewhat"of"a"
political"maverick;"a"political"transgressor"and"deviator"who"refuses"to"align"himself"with"the"
mores" and" quirkiness" of" the" British" political" establishment." Unlike" other" recent" Labour"
leaders,"Corbyn" is"an"unabashed"democratic"socialist,"an"ardent"anti8austerity"champion,"a"
rebellious" Member" of" Parliament" with" a" long" history" of" bucking" party" discipline," a" long8
standing" anti8war" and" anti8nuclear" activist," and" a" staunch" republican" in" a" country" with" a"
widely"supported"monarchy."""
"
The" way" the" British" mainstream" media" reacted" to" him" could," in" our" view," likewise" be"
denoted" as" transgressive." In" order" to"make" this" claim"we"undertook" a" systematic" analysis"










1)" a" critical" tone," which" corresponds" more" to" a" legitimate" watchdog" role," and" 2)" an"
antagonistic" tone,"which"could"be"seen"as"an" indicator" for"attackdog" journalism."Arguably,"















difference" between" a" legitimate" critical" stance" and" an" antagonistic" one" is" both" important"






The" antagonistic" tone" refers" to" the" delegitimisation" of" Jeremy" Corbyn" by" being" scathing,"
disingenuous,"insulting"or"mocking."A"critical"tone"refers"to"a"monitorial"attitude,"something"
we" would" expect" from" the"media," i.e." to" be" critical" but" in" a"measured" and" even8handed"
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manner." Of" note" here" is" that" almost" 3/5" of" all" articles" we" coded" (57%)" were" critical" or"
antagonistic"and"2/3"of"all"opinion"pieces"(67%)"coded"in"the"period"of"analysis"were"critical"








(see" Figure" 1)." The" degree" of" positive" exposure" in" the" leftwing" and" centrist" press" is" a" bit"
higher,"but" it"would"be"fair"to"say"that"also"there"the"support"for"Jeremy"Corbyn" is"at"best"








voice" is" represented" in" the" reporting" on" him." Our" results" offered" evidence" of" the"mainly"























Guardian"(n=212)" 42%" 29%" 27%" 18%" 3%" 9%"
Daily"Mirror"(n=61)" 87%" 26"%" 38%" 39%" 8%" 2%"
Independent"(n=85)" 37%" 13%" 24%" 12%" 1%" 2%"
Evening"Standard"(n=57)" 47%" 11%" 28%" 12%" 2%" 4%"
Daily"Telegraph"(n=115)" 20%" 7%" 28%" 15%" 0%" 3%"
Daily"Mail"(n=95)" 66%" 44%" 41%" 33%" 2%" 1%"
Daily"Express"(n=35)" 89%" 6%" 34%" 29%" 0%" 3%"
Sun"(n=152)" 25%" 26%" 19%" 15%" 1%" 5%"
" " " " " " "
TOTAL((n=812):" 44%" 23%" 28%" 20%" 2%" 5%"
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Members" of" the" Conservative" Party" are" also" often" used" as" a" source" critiquing" Corbyn,"










newspapers" the" voice" of" Labour" sources" that" are" against" Corbyn" outweigh" those" that" are"
supporting"him."This"is"especially"the"case"in"The$Independent,"The$Daily$Telegraph"and"The$
Daily$Express,"but"also" in"the" leftwing"tabloid"The$Daily$Mirror."This" is"an"expression"of"the"
civil" war" taking" place" within" Labour." Exposing" this" could" be" seen" as" being" part" of" the"
watchdog"role"of"the"media"and"is"also"very"visible"in"the"left8wing"and"liberal"newspapers."
At" the" same" time," however," the" great" discrepancy" between" Labour" voices" in" favour" of"
Corbyn"and"against"in"The$Daily$Telegraph"(7%"pro"versus"28%"anti)"or"The$Daily$Express"(6%"
pro" versus" 34%" anti)" are" clear" indications" of" a" more" antagonistic" rather" than" a" critical"
agenda.""
"
Besides" this," when" we" exclude" opinion" pieces" and" letters" to" the" editor" from" the" sample"
(n=391)"we"get"an"even"more"outspoken"picture"of"this"polarization."On"the"left"of"Figure"2,"
we" can" see" the" number" of" news" articles" that" exclusively" used" pro8Corbyn" voices" (Corbyn"
himself," sources" from"his" campaign," pro8Corbyn" Labour" sources" or" union" sources)," on" the"



























The" reporting" of" The$ Daily$ Mirror" is" most" balanced" with" almost" 60%" of" its" news" articles"
about"Corbyn"using"sources"from"both"the"pro8"and"anti8Corbyn"camps,"similarly"and"more"
surprisingly" The$ Daily$ Mail" and" The$ Daily$ Express" also" have" a" high" degree" of" balanced"
reporting," mixing" pro8" and" anti8Corbyn" sources" in" its" news8reporting" about" Corbyn"
(respectively" 43%" and" 49%" of" news" articles)10." As" was" to" be" expected," however," the"
rightwing"newspapers" tend" to" carry"more"articles" that"exclusively" rely"on" sources" that"are"
anti8Corbyn;"The$Daily$Mail" and"The$ Evening$ Standard" are" exceptions" in" this" regard." In" all"
other"rightwing"newspapers"between"30"to"35%"of"articles"exclusively"use"sources"that"are"




As" Table" 2" makes" apparent," Corbyn’s" voice," even" when" acknowledged," was" also" often"
distorted;"in"more"than"1/5"of"the"total"sample"(22%)"his"views"were"taken"out"of"context."In"
sum,"slightly"less"than"3/4"of"the"news"content"(74%)"offered"either"no"or"a"highly"distorted"
account" of" Corbyn’s" views" and" ideas." Unsurprisingly," his" views" are" mostly" taken" out" of"
context" in" the" rightwing" newspapers," especially" in" The$ Evening$ Standard," The$ Daily$
Telegraph" and" The$ Daily$ Express." As" was" to" be" expected," The$ Guardian" did" give" Corbyn"


















Guardian"(n=212)" 44%" 18%" 11%" 27%"
Daily"Mirror"(n=61)" 48%" 12%" 25%" 16%"
Independent"(n=85)" 60%" 15%" 8%" 17%"
Evening"Standard"(n=57)" 54%" 39%" 5%" 2%"
Daily"Mail"(n=95)" 57%" 20%" 23%" 0%"
Daily"Telegraph"(n=115)" 52%" 29%" 16%" 4%"
Daily"Express"(n=35)" 51%" 37%" 11%" 0%"
Sun"(n=152)" 55%" 24%" 18%" 3%"
" " " " "
TOTAL((n=812):" 52%( 22%( 15%( 11%(
"
A"telling"example"of"his"views"being"deliberately"and"maliciously"distorted"by"the"rightwing"
media" was" the" resurfacing" at" the" end" of" October" 2015" of" a" statement" he"made" in" 2013"
regarding"the"100th"year"commemoration"of"the"First"World"War."In"its"typical"jingoistic"style"
the" rightwing" newspapers" laid" into" Corbyn" for" having" declared" at" the" time" that"












These" results" relating" to" sources"and" ‘voice’" are"evidently" troublesome" from"a"democratic"
perspective."Allowing"an"important"and"legitimate"political"actor,"i.e."the"leader"of"the"main"
opposition" party," to" develop" their" own" narrative" and" have" a" voice" in" the" public" space" is"
paramount" in"a"democracy."Denying"such"an" important"political"actor"a"voice"or"distorting"







Much" of" the" newspaper" coverage" of" Corbyn" —" simply" put" —" ridicules" the" new" Labour"
leader."Three"in"ten"(30%)"news"stories,"editorials,"commentaries,"features"or"letters"to"the"
editor"mock"the"leader"of"the"opposition"or"scoff"at"his"ideas,"policies,"history,"his"personal"
life" —" and," alarmingly," even" his" looks." " Much" of" the" coverage" is" clearly" patronizing" and"
scornful."Unsurprisingly,"we" found"a" strong"association"between" ridicule" and" scorn"on" the"
one" hand" and" personal" attacks" on" the" other" in" the" eight" publications" we" examined12."

















latter"are"90%"more" likely"to"heap"ridicule"or"scorn"on"the"Labour" leader"than"their" liberal"
counterparts." Much" of" the" coverage" is" clearly" patronizing." The" long8serving" Member" of"
Parliament" for" Islington" North" frequently" gets" reduced" to" the" journalistic" shorthand" of" a"
caricature."He"is"often"portrayed"as"a"clown8like"figure,"mocked"as"the"‘Jezster’"or"derisively"
dismissed" as" the" comic" political" equivalent" of" the" child8like" TV" sitcom" character"Mr." Bean"







the"way"he"dresses" (a"bit"more" than"7%"of"articles" refer" to"his"dress8style)."Of" the"articles"
that"contain"a"personal"attack"(n=102),"a"staggering"69%"refers"to"his"look,"his"clothing"and"
his" lifestyle," a" further" 13%" relates" to" Corbyn’s" love" life." Several" commentaries" moralised"
about" Corbyn’s" personal" and" romantic" life." The$ Daily$ Telegraph" sarcastically" ridiculed" the"
Labour" leader’s" former" relationship"with" shadow"minister"Diane"Abbott." The" commentary"







and" the" break8up" of" his" first" marriage." Calling" the" Labour" leader" ‘The" Sexpot" Trot’," the"








a" rather" dreary" bearded" fellow"who" takes" pictures" of"manhole" covers" as" a" hobby," doesn't"








after" he" was" elected." Personalisation" of" politics" is" not" a" new" phenomenon" (see" Langer,"





A" final" –" and" arguable"most" harmful" –" way" in" which" Corbyn" was" deligitimised" is" through"
subtle" and" less" subtle" forms" of" association." Across" our" corpus" we" found" evidence" of" the"





Telegraph," and" tabloids" like" The$ Daily$ Express" and" The$ Sun," emphasized" the" supposed"
‘radicalism’"and"‘insane’"nature"of"his"political"proposals."Besides"describing"leftwing"ideas"as"




















Another" prevalent" media" frame" in" the" reporting" of" Jeremy" Corbyn" was" geared" towards"




















carried" this" frame." Intrinsically" linked" to" the" hating" Britain" frame" was" a" very" strong" and"
highly" problematic" association" of" Corbyn" with" terrorism" and" with" being" a" friend" of" the"
enemies"of"the"UK"(see"Figure"4)."The$Sun,"for"example,"described"Corbyn"as"someone"‘who"



















This" damming" and" problematic" association" with" terrorism" or" denoting" him" as" a" friend" of"
those"deemed"to"be"enemies"of"the"U.K."also"fed"into"a"broader"frame"that"depicted"Corbyn"
as" a" danger" or" as" a" dangerous" individual." Even" the"British" Prime"Minister" could" not" resist"
feeding" this" danger" frame." Just" after" Corbyn"was" elected" as" party" leader," David" Cameron"
tweeted:""
"


































Guardian"(n=212)" 17%" " 2%" 5%" 6%"
Daily"Mirror"(n=61)" 20%" " 3%" 8%" 7%"
Independent"(n=85)" 7%" " 1%" 4%" 1%"
Evening"Standard"(n=57)" 4%" " 2%" 2%" 0%"
Daily"Mail"(n=95)" 18%" " 8%" 5%" 4%"
Daily"Telegraph"(n=115)" 50%" " 22%" 4%" 18%"
Daily"Express"(n=35)" 63%" " 49%" 6%" 9%"
Sun"(n=152)" 16%" " 9%" 2%" 1%"
" " " " " "






coverage" in" the" latter"part"of" the"period"of"analysis" (from"06/10"to"01/11/2015)."Likewise,"
while"18%"of"the"coverage"emphasized"the"anti8patriotic"frame"before"he"was"elected"party"
leader," 5%"of" the" coverage" contained" this" frame" in" the" last"part"of" the"period"of" analysis."
Also,"the"association"with"terrorist"groups"dropped"to"5%"of"the"coverage."The"danger"frame"
seems" to" loose" strength" over" time," but" clearly" not" as" much" as" the" other" ones." While" a"
staggering" 35%" of" the" coverage" denoted" Corbyn" as" dangerous" before" his" election," this"
reduced"somewhat" to"22%" in" the" first" two"weeks"after"his"election"and" to"13%" in" the" last"
two"weeks"of"the"analysis."
"
Mediated" power," Roger" Silverstone" (1999:" 143)" so" aptly" noted," is" ultimately" about" the"
power"‘to"create"and"sustain"meanings;"to"persuade,"endorse"and"reinforce’,"but"also"relates"








We" originally" set" out" to" provide" a" nuanced" perspective" acknowledging" and" wanting" to"
account"for"the"watchdog"role"of"the"media"by"differentiating"between"on"the"one"hand"the"
legitimate" role" of" the" newspapers" to" critique" and" to" question" the" Labour" Party" and" its"
leadership"and"on"the"other"hand"a"virulent"and"acerbic"antagonistic" tone"delegitimising"a"
legitimate" political" actor." To" some" extent" this" did" come" out" of" the" analysis;" some"
newspapers"did"fulfill"an"important"watchdog"role."However,"what"emerged"much"stronger"





2014)," but" in" the" case" of" Corbyn" the" degree" of" antagonism" and" hatred" from" part" of" the"
media"has"arguably"reached"new"heights."
"
This" can," in" part," be" explained" by" the" newspapers’" over8reaction" to" Jeremy" Corbyn," a"
politician"who"refuses"to"play"the"part"that"the"British"establishment"carves"out"for"political"
leaders" in"a"position"of"authority."Some"argue" that"as"a" result"of" this"Corbyn"deserves" the"
kind"of"negative"media"representations"he"is"getting"(Grice,"2016)."Someone"who"rocks"the"
boat"like"he"does"is"likely"to"get"wet."However,"while"Corbyn"might"be"a"political"transgressor"
in" some" ways," this" does" not" in" itself" legitimate" the" high" levels" of" antagonistic" and"
delegitimising"coverage"he"has"been"getting.""
"
Corbyn" is" systematically" ridiculed," scorned" and" the" object" of" personal" attacks" by" most"
newspapers."Even"more"problematic"were"a"set"of"associations"which"deligitimised"Corbyn"
as"a"politician,"calling"him"loony,"unpatriotic,"a"terrorist"friend"and"a"dangerous"individual."It"











and" tensions" within" the" Labour" Party" regarding" Corbyn." This" manifested" itself" by" the"
newspapers"providing"an"extensive"and"enthusiastic"platform"to"those"forces"in"the"Labour"






To" conclude," the" degree" of" viciousness" and" antagonism" with" which" the" majority" of" the"
British" newspapers" have" treated" Corbyn" is" deemed" to" be" highly" problematic" from" a"
democratic"perspective." If,"as"the"British"philosopher"Onora"O’Neill" (2002)"also"argued,"the"
high" degree" of" media" power" needs" to" be" accompanied" by" a" high" degree" of" media" and"




against" a" rightwing" government" to" such" an" extent" and" with" such" vigour?" By" posing" this"
question"in"the"way"we"do,"we"also"imply"that"this"is"not"merely"a"political"question,"but"also"
an"ethical"and"a"democratic"one."Certainly"democracies"need"their"media"to"challenge"power"
and" offer" robust" debate," but"when" this" transgresses" into" an" antagonism" that" undermines"








Choong," Lu" Fang," Rosanna" Hutchings," Bhavan" Jaipragas," Zhiyi" Li," Deirdre" Livingston," Sam" Mejias,"
Bingchun"Meng,"Giorgia"Salvatico"and"Natali"Schejtman,"for"their"valuable"help"in"making"this"project"


































































































































TOTALS:" 3417" 812" 24%"
"
The"media" texts" analysed" in" this" research" (n=812)"were" harvested" from"eight" national"UK"
newspapers18"(see" Table" 1" for" a" complete" list)." This" random" sample" was" drawn" from" an"
exhaustive"population" (N=3,417)"and"represents"24%"of" the"total"coverage"by"the"national"
newspapers"of" Jeremy"Corbyn"between"1"September"–"1"November"2015."The"newspaper"








As" noted" above," the" search" terms" ‘Jeremy’" and" ‘Corbyn’" yielded" an" exhaustive" corpus" of"








In" addition" to" the" authors," twelve" coders" were" trained" to" help" with" the" coding" of" the"




study’s" findings." This" process" produced" an" intercoder" reliability" (ICR19:" r=" agree/[agree" +"
disagree])"above"80"per"cent"for"all"variables."The"average"of"the"ICR"was"95"per"cent."This"
high" level" of" reliability" points" towards" a" well8defined" coding" scheme," a" robust" sampling"










                                            
1"All"percentages"reported"in"this"report"were"rounded"off"
2"c2(21,"N"="812)"=""272.701,"p"=".001"
3"c2(7,"N"="812)"=""145.096,"p"=".001"
4"c2(7,"N"="812)"=""61.961,"p"=".001"
5"c2(7,"N"="812)"=""18.505,"p"=".001"
6"c2(7,"N"="812)"=""36.631,"p"=".001"
7"c2(7,"N"="812)"=""15.671,"p"=".028"
8"c2(7,"N"="812)"=""17.801,"p"=".013"
9"All"the"crosstabulations"are"statistically"significant"at"the"0.05"level."Articles"which"use"no"sources"or"articles"
which"exclusively"use"sources"that"are"neither"pro8"nor"anti8Corbyn"are"absent"from"this"graph.""
10"c2(21,"N"="532)"=""95.746,"p"=".001"
11"c2(21,"N"="812)"=""126.157,"p=.001"
12"c2(7,"N"="812)"="193.094,"p=.001"
13"c2(7,"N"="812)"=""59.570,"p"=".001"
14"c2(7,"N"="812)"="43.447,"p=.001"
15"c2(28"N"="812)"="191.260,"p=.001"
16"The"sampling"included"the"Sunday"editions"of"all"these"newspapers"
17"Figures"for"2015"published"on"31/03/2016"by"ABC:"
http://www.newsworks.org.uk/write/MediaUploads/1%20Facts%20Figures/Market%20overview/2016/Mar/Ne
wsbrand_Circulation_17_03_16.pptx"[Last"consulted"18/04/2016]"
18"We"initially"also"planned"to"code"broadcast"news,"which"tends"to"be"more"balanced,"lack"of"resources"and"time"
constraints"made"us"focus"on"newspaper"coverage."Overall,"it"could"also"be"argued"that"despite"the"decline"of"the"
newspaper"industry,"newspapers"still"play"an"important"role"in"the"public"sphere,"they"often"set"a"tone"and"shape"
the"news"agenda""
19"Scott’s"Pi,"nominal"Krippendorff’s"alpha,"and"Cohen's"Kappa"for"all"the"variables. 
